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                                                                        abstract 

 

The ‘Maintenance Work’ work of Mirielle Laderman Ukeles was used as a trajectory 

towards analysing issues concerning health care, socially embedded artists and 

employment. This paid particular focus on the UK’s under threat National Health Service in 

an attempt to recontextualize the situation with relevant universal artist struggles. Through 

notions of care as a creative act connections were made between contemporaries like the 

feminist collective ‘Precarias a la deriva’ and Occupy Museums, whilst attempting to scan 

the potentials and problems behind self-organisation, embeddedness and work precarity 

through art and current social issues. It took the understanding that if Deleuze’s notion of a 

creative act was shared among society and not just privileged within art then so too must 

forms of emancipation to be shared and challenged. Specifically as care towards life is 

presented as exhaustive under economy, a world in which this is less dependent on 

economy is sought.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 I have become involved in exploring what I call ‘the performance turn’, a shift from 

representing lived experience as narrative to presenting lived experience as 

performance… in particular the demand that performance be a form of social action, 

revealing and displaying oppression for its impact on constraining the realisation of 

social good. 1 

 

Influenced by Norman Denzin’s performance ethnography and approaches to interactionist 

sociology,2 this quotation does not come from a self-identified artist, but the reflective 

practitioner Christopher Jones who operates primarily in nursing and health care 

environments. Through reflective writing, listening, spoken exchanges, presentations and 

role play, the activity of this physician highlights conflicts which arise in the health care 

system, whilst seeking hybrid working functions that bridges or embeds itself within the 

patient/professional dichotomy. This includes reformulating the seating arrangements of 

hospital staff and their hierarchical work place distinctions, to dramas that focus on 

interactions with cancer patients and the relevancy of extra holistic practices. Approaches 

that could just as well be comparable to the performed dialogical aesthetics of artists in 

Grant H. Kester’s comprehensively framed work, Conversation Pieces: 

A concept of empathetic insight is a necessary component of a dialogical aesthetic... 

Dialogical works can challenge dominant representations of a given community and 

create a more complex understanding3 

 

                                                           

1 Christopher Jones, “The Performance Turn” in Becoming A Reflective Practitioner, Third 

Edition, (Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 288. 

 
2 Ibid. 

 
3 Grant H. Kester, Conversation Pieces Community And Communication in Modern Art, 

(University of California Press, 2004),115.   

 



 
 

 Within this reflective framework of artists operating in embedded social encounters outside 

the art system, Kester’s formulation of a history inevitably encounters the work of Mirielle 

Laderman Ukeles; in particular her “Touch Sanitation” (1980) performance activities with 

the New York Sanitation Workers.4 35 years on from this documentation and it can be 

argued that the embedded artist is now a common occurrence whilst “artistic language” is 

well incorporated into other spheres of production by those like Jones, who conventionally 

operate outside of art systems.  

Being a symposium this year focusing on “How artists make a living”5  reiterated my 

beliefs that an artist exploring roles of work outside of the conventional artist-identifier is 

still ripe for expressing overlapping boundaries, modifications, playful and symbolic 

gestures within the alternate sphere of production they operate. Yet it also confirmed that in 

acting as a creative agent without genuine commitment or responsibility within their extra 

roles they operate largely as actors, in which concretised modifications or concatenations 

within the working or political system itself is rarely effective beyond their own portfolio. 

Inclusivity is offered, but what is actually exchanged and is it a fair one? As an outcome a 

point of refuge remains that of the intellectualised art space in which the activities are 

contextualised. Importantly, the level of critique that could be employed was one under 

obvious compromises, in which tentative steps were made in their affects, especially when 

the secondary work had ended up becoming an important source of income. A common 

economic landscape today. One artist, Sam Curtis, recalled how he went “undercover”, like 

                                                           
4 Ibid. 119  

 
5
 “Symposium: Work And Art, How Artists make a living”, Crate, Collaborative Research 

Group,  http://www.collaborativeresearchgroup.co.uk/index.php/projects/work-and-art-

symposium/ 



 
 

a secret non-millionaire artist in London’s Harrods, working behind the fish monger section 

in order to see what levels of creative resistance he could muster within such obviously 

bourgeois settings. This entailed treating the work place as a material; culminating in high 

baroque-inspired fish display designs and ice landscaping, alongside 'verbal games' with 

celebrity regulars. But it was only as a non-employee that he could 'come out' as an artist.6 

So too in other examples during this presentation in which retold her written stories of 

working in a strip club, in a similar vein to the documented conceptual work of Sophie Calle 

who addressed female sexuality.7 Except this work constituted around revealing the 

semantics that takes place in a lap dance and was unable to divulge too much detail. 

Another, Angus Sanders-Dunnachie offered up photographic evidence of his overlapping 

work as an art technician. Avoiding disclosure of the specific institutes he was placed. He 

nevertheless hinted at their degrees of global homogeneity and the recurring sub cultures 

found on his travels8.  Finally an art student caring for her Nan had an exchange rate which 

entailed an investigative portrait, plus ten pounds, for a list of apathetic errands that she 

must obligingly fulfil. The real portrait here was that of a game between two people 

hesitantly finding out more about one another through their own needs.  

The artist fulfilling that of “revolutionaire extraordinaire” would be a naïve approach 

anyway, in which an ideal for this would have been the artist as like a free radical atom. 

Completely effecting and destabalising those they join into. But this can either create new 

substances or cancers. We can only take heed from the past. The Artist Placement Group, 

                                                           
6
 Sam Curtis, “Harrods Fish Counter”, 2008,  http://www.scurtis.co.uk/fsharrods2.html 

 
7 Mya M. Mangawang, Sophie Calle: Her(e) But Not Her(e), (ProQuest, 2008) 19. 

 
8 Angus Sanders-Dunnachie, 2013, http://www.angussanders-dunnachie.co.uk/ 

http://www.scurtis.co.uk/fsharrods2.html


 
 

(APG) can be credited with laying down ideas of artist placements in the work place when 

fully established in 1966. A belief in the artist’s capability to think long term, with art as an 

event maker rather than object led the plan to place artists in a role of social decision 

making. This was initially met with suspicion by businesses like IBM.9 One problematic 

element with APG could have been that the artist here acts as a freer professional, by 

entering a company and having the best of both worlds, receiving an income without any 

obligation to extract their own life, as their statement testified: “the status of the artist within 

the organisations is independent… [but also]… in line with other professional persons”. 

Which was evidently not the case when their arts council funding was taken away. 10 

Similarly even as artists are invited to work in varying placements today, in the rare 

occasion that they receive funding, a series of negotiations, complicity and suitability - not 

unlike other professionals – becomes the common sense screening process. 

The effectiveness of such creative acts are then partly judged and valued by their 

resistance to the very standardised, unvalorised, yet socially necessary labour that Ukeles 

used as a medium to a beautiful artistic critique in her Manifesto for Maintenance art 1969! 

Proposal for an exhibition Care’.11 Like escaping philosophy through philosophy, this is “the 

creative act” which Deleuze once tenderly defined: “Every act of resistance is not a work of 

art, even though, in a certain way, it is. Every work of art is not an act of resistance, and yet, 

in a certain way, it is…The act of resistance has two faces. It is human and it is also the act of 

                                                           
9, Peter Eleey, “Context Is Half The Work”, Frieze, November-December 2007, 157. 

 
10 ’Howard Slater, “The  Art  Of Governance”, Variant Vol 2 Number1, 2000 

http://www.variant.org.uk/pdfs/issue11/Howard_Slater.pdf 
 
11 Arnolfini, “Ukeles manifesto”,  2015, http://www.arnolfini.org.uk/blog/manifesto-for-

maintenance-art-1969/Ukeles_MANIFESTO.pdf 

 

http://www.arnolfini.org.uk/blog/manifesto-for-maintenance-art-1969/Ukeles_MANIFESTO.pdf
http://www.arnolfini.org.uk/blog/manifesto-for-maintenance-art-1969/Ukeles_MANIFESTO.pdf


 
 

art. Only the act of resistance resists death, either as a work of art or as human struggle.”12 

This creative act then can no longer rightly be held by the creative alone, who endows their 

own emancipated activity. Rather, when performed as an artist, it can only reflect their very 

own lack of self-actualisating world in which they exist yet to realise a consciousness. 

Following the Marxist dictum; “If his own activity is to him an unfree activity, then he is 

treating it as activity performed in the service under the dominion, the coercion and the 

yoke of another man.”13  

In truth, however one looks out onto the world for an example of human production that is 

without any degrees of alienation, estrangement, or coercion and finds nothing in return. 

But this does not mean creating opportunities for pre-definitions and the as-yet-defined 

within sites of production is insurmountable, nor least that basic human rights should not be 

fought on the wage labour battlefields. Whilst concurrently rather than a will to power 

perhaps one overarching theme that could be deduced is notions of care. Specifically care as 

its own form of resistance. Maintenance can be a form of caring and derives from such acting 

as preservation and support, it is through care itself that transformative effects are applied 

and maintenance finds meaning. As Ukeles iterated to generate alternate values that pertain 

to the personal, one must actually care about it in the first place through common threads of 

compassion. Her maintenance becomes the applied activity which expressed this, to be fed 

                                                           
12 Gilles Deleuze, “Cinema What is the Creative Act”, in Two Regimes of Madness: Texts and 

Interviews 1975--1995 trans. Ames Hodges, Mike Taormina, (Semiotext(e) / Foreign 

Agents) 2007, 312-324. 

13 Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, “Estranged Labour” in Economic And Philosophic 

Manuscripts of 1844, (Sytart Publishing LLC) 2012. 



 
 

back into the religio-contemplative clinical white space14. To care is also to effectively 

perform this creative act in an aid of resistance to social debilitation, instead performing a 

desiring machine of transformation. To repair or curate. Caring can interject and negate the 

perceived causalities behind cracks in the canvas. 

The trouble is much maintenance work finds its exploitation in employment today 

specifically personal. Not as a personalisation of invisible labour, but in the self, in which a 

healthy happy nutritious fit body makes for a reliable ideal worker. One who cares for their 

own well-being. Work discounted gym memberships and cycle to work schemes; free fruit 

at the desk, occupational work/life health consultants, competitive sports teams among 

executives and governmental initiatives for the overweight unemployed are now common 

practice15.  This is not to entirely condemn, but to acknowledge that in today’s market 

relations one must necessarily transform oneself within work, within its roles and private 

confines and within the private caring of the body, in order to present itself as a public asset.  

As the National Health Service in Britain is slowly eroding away to further 

privatisation under a lack of funding, the disruptive nature of new agencies and business 

will only stimulate greater divisions among practitioners since welfare and public sectors 

which support social life are predictably scrutinised first in times of austerity or “crises”. 

Even so, as GP’s are handed over financial controls, cities like Liverpool have addressed the 

issue of getting elderly patients out of hospital sooner and receiving treatment in the home: 

                                                           
14 See note 11 above 
15 Christian Maravelias “Best In Class - Healthy employees, athletic executives and 

functionally disabled jobseekers”31, no. 2, (2015): 279–287 

 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S095652211400133X
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09565221/31/2


 
 

“we need less care in hospitals and more care in the community”. 16 Although primarily 

driven by financial constraints and a result of necessarily seeking more sustainable models, 

an embedding of care within society should ideologically translate holistic approaches. Yet 

this also spells danger in forms of biopolitics17 being harder to regulate against commercial 

bias on a molecular level and controlling pervasiveness into homes. How this will be 

remapped and recoded and made visible will be the ongoing concern that follows. In much 

the same way that the hospital as an institution offers a health practitioner support and 

guidance, working within a community will be more demanding in which an understanding 

of community awareness is an additional responsibility that many GP’s never initially 

requested.18 This is the austerity flip-side of working beyond the institution whilst remaining 

a part of it.  

Alternatively, a resistance of what type of care is permissible can be won on localised 

grounds where capitalism and liberalism are well personified in marketed drugs and 

procedures. Rather than patients-to-be we can only be expected to take command of our 

own ongoing care, as politicised subjects. Of course this has been called upon before. The 

feminist collective Precarias a la Deriva from Madrid is interesting for the notion of 

developing caring communities where such integration mirrors and subverts that of 

governmental flows of dispersion and fluidity. Initiated by their Situationist-like derives into 

                                                           
16 “NHS: The Perfect Storm”, television, Panorama, BBC, UK (2015) 

 
17 Michel Foucault, Power Volume 3: Essential Works of Foucault 1954 –1984 , ed. James 

D. Faubion (London: Penguin, 2002) 

 
18 Chris Naylor, Natasha Curry, Holly Holder, Shilpa Ross Louise Marshall, Ellie 

Tait, “Clinical commissioning groups Supporting Improvement In General Practice?”, The 

King’s Fund: 10, 2013, http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/sites/files/kf/field/field_publication_ 

file/clinical- commissioning-groups-report-ings-fund-nuffield-jul13.pdf  

 

http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/sites/files/kf/field/field_publication_%20file/clinical-%20commissioning-groups-report-ings-fund-nuffield-jul13.pdf
http://www.kingsfund.org.uk/sites/files/kf/field/field_publication_%20file/clinical-%20commissioning-groups-report-ings-fund-nuffield-jul13.pdf


 
 

precarious woman’s activity through moving interviews19. The derive can begin with Ivan 

Chtcheglov, who talks of both finding and losing yourself within the urbane. In search of a 

“hacienda” which of course does not intend to fully materialise, but all-the-same must be 

built against : “the mental asylum of banality”.  20 He would reportedly find himself unable 

to escape the mental asylum,  enclosed within the walls of a psychiatric ward, his hacienda 

never realised outside of his mind21. Precarias a la deriva talk of finding the labour lost in 

appreciation and centrality that is specifically precarious “woman’s activity”. From this if 

we can take the meaning of hacienda for its Spanish term, would be portrayed as antithetical 

to their particular drive. Stimulated instead by opening up communication channels and 

attempting new practices and networks of creative resistance among those they have 

encountered; “to those of us that act as maids, as housewives, as whores, as nurses, as 

telephone operators... launched also to those of us that think the cities, in order to facilitate 

encounters, to those of us that invent bridges, so affects can come through, to those of us that 

imagine worlds, in order that the profit economy could be replaced by the ecology of care.”22 

Precarias a la deriva receives focus in the ongoing discourse surrounding “precarity” by 

Isabell Lorey in State of Insecurity: Government of the Precarious, published earlier this year. In 

this she offers a proposition that the precarious worker must utilise their relational 

constructs towards a refusal of obedience in the face of this normalization of precarity. An 

                                                           
19 European Institute For Progressive Social Policies, “Adrift through the circuits of 

Feminized Precarious Work”, Transversal Texts, 2004, 

http://eipcp.net/transversal/0704/precarias1/en 

20  Ivan Chtcheglov “Formulary for a New Urbanism”, Bureau Of Public Secrets, 

trans Kne Knabb. 2006, http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/Chtcheglov.htm 

21 Ibid. 

 
22 , “Adrift through the circuits of Feminized Precarious Work” 

http://eipcp.net/transversal/0704/precarias1/en  

http://www.bopsecrets.org/SI/Chtcheglov.htm


 
 

insistence beyond governmentability and subjectivity, even an occupation of a common lack 

of finite identity, in spite of an ever reliance on life support machines because; “I recognise 

that in death of the other there is nothing recognisable”. 23 

Where zero hour contracts among home care workers have been widely discussed within 

the UK government a general feeling of unacceptability and calls for new legislations have 

been attached among those involved.24 Postulating not only that this normalization should 

occur if nothing changes, but also a very lack in tools to be able to amend their own 

situation. Imagining an alternative world would begin by accepting their immeasurable 

value in all spheres of well-living, perhaps not greatly unlike Ayurveda philosophy. 

Conversely, it is in art institutes that one shared commonality has always been a reliance 

upon precarious work forces, which is rarely discussed outside of the art world. (As 

someone who undertakes zero hour contracts and precarious employment I can add that it 

matters little whether the job is zero hours or contracted if the work itself is drudgery. But 

having choice such as flexi-hours is at least some recompense until then).  

Returning to the ‘creative act’, it is perfectly explainable why the “precariat” should 

be aligned with strands of activism of which Lorey hints. The Occupy Museums and 

G.U.L.F’s organised performative protestations made against the Guggenheim over its own 

support behind Dubai’s aggressive axiomatic “regeneration” through the planned Abu Dhabi 

Guggenheim. The Guggenheim transformed into a collective self-critiquing amphitheatre. 

                                                           
23 Jean Luc Nancy, ‘The Inoperative Community’, ed. Peter Connor, (University of 

Minneapolis, 1991) 15 
24 Einir Burrowes, Research into the Use of Zero Hours Contracts in Devolved Public 

Services. Executive Summary, (Old Bell 3 Welsh Government Social Research) ed. Gareth 

Williams, Claire Miles, 2015, http://gov.wales/docs/caecd/research/2015/150707-research-use-

zero-hours-contracts-devolved-welsh-public-services-summary-en.pdf 



 
 

Echoing protestors of those before them when The Art Workers Coalition25, contested for the 

rights of the artist before dispersing into other areas. It returns with a cacophony directed at 

Museum’s control over ownership further afield. While earlier this year J.J Charlesworth in 

Art Review said of anti-oil campaigners following the Tate’s revealing of BP’s sponsorship 

figures since 1990: “Tate was of course founded by private, not public philanthropy, its own 

sugar daddy being the, well, Victorian sugar magnate Henry Tate”.26 Going on to claim that 

such is the minefield of ethical standards among institutes competing for ever-reliant-upon 

private funding, whether it may be better to “abandon them”27 altogether, if they do not 

offer their public anything valuable. Whilst the notion of “opting out” altogether is nothing 

radical but a kind of Dostoyevskian “damned if I do and damned if I don’t” conscious 

inertia when faced with humanitarian paradoxes. Comparatively, how would people react 

today if a global mining and ore smelting capitalist were to open what is now one of the 

most influential art museums in the world? Put another way, when has the abolition of 

anything in an attempt towards replacement not manifested or re-emerged again like a virus 

in other ways? The level of criticism and its effectiveness however is very often determined 

by proximity and reliance. It is unsurprising that Greek workers are much more involved in 

open resistance, being on the edge of the European political economy, than those in the UK 

and centrally. And yet their EU bailout stipulations will ensure they work harder than ever 

before with incrreased hours and pension reforms as a clear imagination of an alternative 

remains hazy. Just as newspapers report on Apple offering their Greek clients 30 days free 

                                                           
25 Alan W. Moore, The Art Of Social Imagination After 1945: Collectivism After 

Modernism, ed. Blake Stimson, Gregory Sholette (University of Minnesota Press, 2007) 92-95. 
 
26 J.J Charlesworth “Sugar Oil and Small Beer”, Art Review, 67. 2015 

 
27  see note 26 above 



 
 

subscriptions: “during their fiscal crises”, 28 they are equally accused by the West of being 

complicit in China’s poor treatment towards the factory workers who produce its products.  

One wonders whether then such caring is exhaustive for the viewer; in which the artists’ 

presented labour of love becomes a protesting labour of causes. (In the last couple of years I 

have encountered exhibiting artists working on such subjects as: sea noise pollution, 

surveillance, gun disarming, police discrimination, urban gentrification, taxing, fracking, 

phone hacking…). But all this - if anything has been deduced from embedded artists and 

those alike - is surely only as a result from a lack of real world imagination towards realising 

infinite differences, in forms of self-caring and shared maintenance. If the baton of 

reworking the singular identifications of “housewife” has passed through a series of new 

abstractions and potentials passed on by Ukeles; then just as resources towards care are 

limited and seemingly exhaustible, so the need to expand what many artists have always 

worked and lived by, that being the prioritisation of process over progress. Hopefully this 

will offer relief to a global society of increasingly complex relations that demand nurturing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

28 David Gilbert, “Apple gives Greek iCloud subscribers one month of free use due to 

fiscal crisis”, International Business Times,  July 13, 2015  

http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/reporters/david-gilbert
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